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A GPS Alternative Sarah Marie Jensen November 16, 2007



Abstract Global Posistioning Systems (GPS) rely on line of sight communications with satellites that orbit the Earth. The Department of Defense would like a viable alternative positioning system should this line of sight be compromised. One alternative is multilateration. Multilateration is commonly used to locate a target using time differences of arrival. An emitter sends a signal to at least four reference emitter sites and the target emitter site. In order to accurately locate the target, these time differences must be precise. Not only do the transmitters and receivers need accurate internal clocks, but they must be synchronized in timing and frequency with one another. The reference nodes must know their locations accurately as well. The question becomes, can available technology adequately fulfill these requirements? This paper will explore both how and why WiMAX equipped transmitters and receivers could become a viable solution.
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Problem Overview



The ability to locate a target using GPS requires line of sight communications with the sky. In the event this line of sight is unavailable, is there another method to locate a target? This paper will address the Department of Defense’s Broad Agency Announcement requesting solutions to the problems of positioning in GPS-denied environments. An alternative for GPS could be positioning using differences of signal arrival times. Consider a WiMAX target radio or node with an unknown position. This target sends a signal to other WiMAX radios with known locations, these will be refered to as reference radios or nodes. The time each reference node recieves the signal is noted, and the differences in these arrival times are recorded. This is known as multilateration when there are at least four reference nodes, and the method developed below to solve the over determined system for an optimal solution, is called Least Square Error. The question is, how accurate and precise are the timing of the radios, and how accurate and precise do they need to be? Problems in the timing of these radios will hinder this system’s ability to determine the position of a target. Once the timing capabilities of the WiMAX radios are established, simulations can be run in order to determine the viability of this type of solution to locate a target.
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Definitions



Accuracy - the degree of conformity of a measured or calculated quantity to its actual (true) value. Precision - also called reproducibility or repeatability, the degree to which further measurements or calculations show the same or similar results. The results of calculations or a measurement can be accurate but not precise; precise but not accurate; neither; or both. A result is called valid if it is both accurate and precise.
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Broad Agency Announcements



Broad Agency Announcements are a competitive solicitation procedure used by governmental departments to obtain proposals for research in a new direction. The Department of Defense issues Broad Agency Announcements as a way of collecting new Research and Development or Commercial Off the Shelf Proposals to solve a variety of their technical problems[1]. Advanced Acoustic Concepts (AAC) is developing a long-range wireless WiMAX networking system.1 It has been suggested that multilateration using radios equipped with WiMAX technology could be a possible GPS alternative, and another facet of AAC’s WiMAX project.
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An Overview of WiMAX



Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access, abbreviated as WiMAX, at a high level can be thought of as a very long range WiFi. It is a telecommunications technology that has the ability to provide high speed data transfer, wirelessly, over distances of at least 5 miles. WiMAX 1



I was given this project along with funding by AAC. I am very thankful to have been given the opportunity to intern for them for four years.
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technology could allow a user to access the internet wirelessly, miles from the nearest access point, or even while driving in a vehicle down the freeway. It is based on the IEEE 802.16 standard. The WiMAX Forum, which was formed in June 2001 to promote conformance and interoperability of the standard, describes WiMAX as "a standards-based technology enabling the delivery of last mile wireless broadband access as an alternative to cable and DSL"[3]. The capabilities of WiMAX are vast, and will not be discussed in depth with the exception of those specifications that make it a possible solution to determining location in environments where GPS positioning is not an option.



4.1



Timing and Synchronization in WiMAX Networks



The implementation of a positioning system based on signal arrival timing differences requires both accurate and precise time calculations. Each radio should have an accurate sense of time, additionally, the timing of the radios must be precise. An inaccurate clock may measure a second just a little longer or shorter than an actual second. The clock would invariably lose more and more accuracy as time passes. Issues with timing precision could become problematic in the same way. The timing accuracy of the WiMAX radios is provided through GPS, and is accurate to within 10-8 seconds. If we can get the time from GPS satellites, why is an alternative positioning system needed? The assumption is that reference nodes along with their clocks are in and out of GPS range, and have the ability to maintain accuracy while they are periodically without GPS. The timing of all the nodes in our system needs to be precisely synchronized. Time Division Duplex WiMAX radios can be in two modes, receive and transmit, but neither can take place unless they are done at the correct time. Essentially, WiMAX radios must take turns listening when they are being spoken to, and speaking when they are being listened to, thus minimizing interference. The synchronization of timing is important because the radios need to know when to transmit and when to receive. The WiMAX system that AAC is developing operates in Time Division Duplex mode. In Time Division Duplex time slots are dedicated to uplink and downlink transfers. Guard band gaps are established between the uplinks and downlinks. These guard band gaps allow the radios to switch between the transmit and receive modes seamlessly. The figure below illustrates how a transmitter and a receiver switch between modes. Transmitter one is first transmitting while transmitter two is receiving that information. They switch modes in the Transmit/Receive Transition Gap (TTG). Transmitter two then begins to transmit while transmitter one receives that transmission.



Illustration 1
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In a perfect world Time Division Duplex would allow for the differences in signal arrival times to be measured exactly. However, the IEEE 802.16 standard specifies timing synchronization to be within 10-6 seconds, or within one microsecond. Unfortunately, this precision is less than optimal for this purpose. However, it is important to note that this is only a specification of WiMAX in general, and not an actual specification of AAC’s hardware or software.



4.2



System Limitations



Multilateration possesses the ability to determine the location of a target exactly only when the time differences of arrival and reference target locations are also exact. Therefore, the limitations of the system are not only in its inabilty to keep time accurately, but also precisely. These two components combine to make up the error in locating ability. 4.2.1



Error in Timing Precision Relevence



The IEEE 802.16 standard requires timing synchronization to be within 10-6 seconds. An error of one microsecond may seem very insignificant. However, when it is multiplied by the correct propagation rate, speed of light, the error in meters becomes significant: (10−6 s)(3 × 108 m/s) = 300m Assuming the timing error comes from a Normal Distribution implies the distance error does as well, the 300m becomes our standard deviation, σ. 68.26% of the time the error in meters will be less than 300m. The impact of the error on ranging accuracy will be shown in later sections of the paper. 4.2.2



Error in Reference Node Location



Accurate reference node locations must be available in order for this system to be able to locate the target. The assumption is that the reference nodes will be able to use GPS to determine their locations. If it is possible to get reference node locations from GPS satellites, why is an alternative positioning system needed? The assumption is that reference nodes will be in and out of GPS range, and therefore have the ability determine their positions as accurately as GPS allows. Reference node location accuracy is provided by the accuracy of GPS timing. GPS uses time measurements to position as well. GPS has timing accuracy to within 10ns. When it is multiplied by the speed of light, the system has the ability to determine reference node position to within three meters. (10−9 s)(3 × 108 m/s) = 3m Thus, the inaccuracy in reference node location becomes an additional source of variation. The implications of error in reference node locations will also be discussed below. When combined, the components of variation become: √



3002 + 32 = 300.015m 4



Now the crux of the problem: Can the target emitter be located well enough with a combined standard deviation of 300.015m? If not, how precise must the timing be in order to find the position accurately? A simulation that answers those questions will be discussed below along with the results.
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Multilateration



Multilateration, also known as hyperbolic positioning, is the process of locating a target by accurately computing the time difference of arrival of a signal emitted from the target to four or more receivers[4]. The illustration below depicts multilateration in two dimensions. The reference nodes are small dots, and the target is a large dot. The signal is sent and the time the signal takes to reach each reference node can be multiplied by the propagation rate to determine a distance measure. Each pair of reference nodes has a difference in distance from the target that corresponds to a time difference. A hyperbola is created between each pair, where the difference in distances is the same at any point on the curve. The intersection of these curves is the location of the target.



Illustration 2



When a third dimension is added the hyperbolas become hyperboloids, and the target location is the intersection of the half-sheet hyperboloids. Multilateration can only position exactly if the timing is exact. As mentioned above, WiMAX timing is only accurate to 10-8 seconds, or ten nanoseconds, and only precise to 10-6 seconds, or one microsecond. Due to this possible error, an analytical solution may not actually exist. The system of equations is over-parametrized, and may not lead to one unique solution. However, it is possible to find a solution using an optimization procedure such as Least Square Error (LSE). The target emitter produces a signal, and each of the reference nodes record the time the signal was received at each site. The target node is denoted with the coordinates(xt , yt , zt ), and the k reference nodes with the coordinates (x1 , y1 , z1 ) through (xk , yk , zk ). The amount of time the signal pulse takes to reach each reference node can be found by multiplying the distance between the target emitter and reference node by the reciprocal of the propagation rate as shown below:
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Ti = c−1



p



(xi − xt )2 + (yi − yt )2 + (zi − zt )2



Setting the k th node as the origin Tk becomes: Tk = c−1



p xt 2 + yt 2 + zt 2



The time differences can then be computed: p p τi = Ti − Tk = c−1 ( (xi − xt )2 + (yi − yt )2 + (zi − zt )2 − xt 2 + yt 2 + zt 2 ) The over-determined system above has k − 1 equations and only three unknowns, (xt , yt , zt ). Also, timing and reference node locations are not perfectly precise, therefore the ability to position the target is not exact. This is where Least Square Error will be used to find an optimal solution. Also note, the time differences can be multiplied by the propagation rate and turned into distance measures. Dit denotes the distance measure in meters between the ith reference node and the target node. Dit = c(Ti )



5.1



The Least Square Error Solution[2]



To locate the target, the three coordinate position needs to be calculated. These unknown values will be denoted with the 3 x 1 vector, t. 



 xt t =  yt  zt



The solution requires a (k − 1) x 3 matrix, A, that involves differences in coordinates.



 (x1 − xk ) (y1 − yk ) (z1 − zk )  (x2 − xk ) (y2 − yk ) (z2 − zk )   A = −2    ... ... ... (x(k−1) − xk ) (y(k−1) − yk )) (z(k−1) − zk ) 



Also a (k − 1) x 1 vector, b, that that involves distances between the reference and target nodes and squared coordinates. 6



 D21t − D2kt − x21 + x2k − y 21 + y 2k − z 21 + z 2k   D22t − D2kt − x22 + x2k − y 22 + y 2k − z 22 + z 2k  b=   ... 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 D(k−1)t − Dkt − x(k−1) + xk − y (k−1) + y k − z (k−1) + z k 



The equality below allows a solution.



At = b



It is then possible to solve for the unknowns in vector t .



t = (A0 A)−1 A0 b



There are some important stipulations to note: • There must be at least four nodes with the ability to have line of sight communications with GPS. If there are not at least four our system is no longer over-determined. The solution then becomes a method of triangulation and does not require LSE. • The reference nodes cannot all be in the same plane. If placed in the same plane, A0 Ais a singular matrix, which makes the solution above impossible.
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Simulation



A simulation was built to determine the plausibility of this system. The hypothetical scenario placed a target with an unknown location somewhere inside a six-story building, and then at least four reference nodes were placed outside the building. The actual distances between the target and reference nodes were computed. An error was added to those ranges using the Normal Distribution with a specified standard deviation. The estimated position was determined using LSE. The difference between the actual and estimated positions was determined and recorded as the position error for that run.
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6.1



Reference Node Positions



The placement of reference nodes were made with logical assumptions of what would be the best and most reasonable in several different situations, and also with the constraint mentioned above; avoiding the placement of all reference nodes in the same plane. The different scenarios are listed and depicted below. Small dots depict reference nodes, and the larger dots depict the target node. • Application 1: eight nodes with one at each corner outside the building (Figure 1). • Application 2: four nodes with each at rotating corners ascending the first four floors outside the building (Figure 2). • Application 3: seven nodes with each at rotating corners ascending floors outside the building (Figure 3). • Application 4: six nodes at the center of each face outside the building (Figure 4). • Application 5: eight nodes at corners 100m away from the building (Figure 5). • Application 6: eight nodes, two coming 20m away from each corner at uneven ground level (Figure 6). • Application 7: eight nodes, two coming 120m away from each corner at uneven ground level (Figure 7). • Application 8: four nodes at surrounding uneven rooftops (Figure 8).
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6.1.1



Determining Optimal Reference Node Positions



The goal of these simulations was not only to determine the capabilities of WiMAX to position in certain settings and with different error standard deviations, but also to determine optimal reference node locations. A number of these different settings were simulated to determine if the geometric configuration affects the accuracy of the locating ability, if so which configuration is best, and also how sensitive is the locating ability to geometric configuration?



6.2



Error in Ranging



The simulation randomly places a target node somewhere within the building. Using the distance formula it calculates exact range measurements from each reference node to the target. It adds error to these range measures, and then uses the LSE approach to solve for the target position using the ranges with the added error term. Since the simulation knows the correct target position a priori, it is able to calculate the difference between that and the estimated target location which is the location error for that run. As was discussed above, the error in timing synchronization can be converted into a distance measure by multiplying the error figure in time by the propagation rate. The timing precision error had standard deviation of σ= 10-6 s. That timing error is turned into a distance measure, and 9



it becomes the first component of variation. The second component of variation, reference node location error, is then combined with the first component to determine an overall error term. In the simulation, the overall distance error term was added to the range measures using a Normal Distribution centered at zero with standard deviation, σ= 300.015m, the simulation was run 10,000 times for each of the above applications.
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Results



7.1



Simulated Positioning Errors



Below are average positioning errors in distance, calculated from 10,000 runs at each application. In the simulations, the overall distance error term was added to the range measures using a Normal Distribution centered at zero with several different standard deviations. Each table represents a set of simulations run with the specified standard deviation. The error in ranging, tabulated below, was unreasonably large. This is undoubtedly due to the large standard deviation of σ= 300.015m, obtained from the two components of variability: the IEEE 802.16 timing standard, and the GPS chip limitations in reference node locating ability. I was obtaining a very large average positioning error.



Application Application Application Application Application Application Application Application



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



σ = 300.015m 3,438.101m 9,978.523m 5,854.246m 6,347.621m 421.967m 34,218.034m 3,975.621m 10,004.009m



However, our equipment may actually be a great deal more precise in timing that what is required in the IEEE 802.16 standard. I found that our equipment has timing that is precise to at least 207 nanoseconds. (2.069 × 10−7 s)(3 × 108 m/s) = 62.0689m The combined components result in a new error term:



√



62.0692 + 32 = 62.141m



This new precision measure gives a new standard deviation measure of only 62.141m which is a vast improvement upon 300.015m. I then repeated the simulations using the new standard deviation measure obtaining better results, tabulated below. Although, they are better, the improvement is not large enough to be of use in locating a target.
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Application Application Application Application Application Application Application Application



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



σ = 62.141m 184.924m 345.089m 243.598m 323.236m 87.705m 2,173.062m 239.993m 540.136m



These findings suggest that this is not a viable alternative for GPS given the capabilities of the WiMAX system. However, below are findings that suggest the capabilities a system would require in order to use multilateration to locate a target in this way. If it was possible to obtain equipment that could be synchronized in time to within 15 to 20 nanoseconds the ability to locate would be much improved. (1.733 × 10−8 s)(3 × 108 m/s) = 5.199m The combined components result in a new error term:



Application Application Application Application Application Application Application Application



7.2



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



√



5.1992 + 32 = 6.002m



σ = 6m 8.570m 11.567m 7.492m 8.377m 7.574m 102.385m 14.214m 7.492m



Conjecture on Optimal Reference Node Positions



It is also important to note that in addition to determining the ability of this system to locate a target, there is important information above that indicates optimal reference node locations. It appears that the farther away the reference nodes can be located the better the capability of the system to locate a target accurately. The simulations suggest Application 5, eight reference nodes 100m away from each corner of the building, is the best. However, the last scenario simulated suggests Applications 1, 3, 4, and 8, are good as well. Application 6 is the worst across all simulations. This suggests that the reference nodes not only should be placed as far away as possible, but also in planes that vary in vertical directions as much as possible. Ultimately, this system will not be a viable one until the technology can become more synchronized in time. Should that type of technology become available this idea should be considered again.
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Simulation Code



function [] = storyBldg % This function hard codes reference node positions into place. Please % note, these reference nodes cannot be in the same plane. There % are seven different options already in the function that the user % can pick between by uncommenting the chosen one. It then % randomly places a target node inside a 20m x 20m x 20m ’6 story % building’. The actual ranges between all the reference nodes and the % target node are calculated. Error is added to the range measures using a % normal distn with a sigma that equals the GPS positioning error of the % reference nodes + the timing error. The GPS error is up to 3m, and the % timinig error was found using the spec given by wavesat that suggests % peak to peak variation in phase will be between -600Hz and +600Hz, this % becomes 62.01m when translated into a distance measure. The function % then takes these erred ranges and uses Least Square Error to solve the % system of equations for an optimal solution. It then calculates the % difference between the actual target position and the estimated target % position to come up with the positioning error. area_side = 20; % % All on slightly uneven ground. % positions(1, :) = [-20 20 1]; % positions(2, :) = [0 40 0]; % positions(3, :) = [20 40 1]; % positions(4, :) = [40 20 0]; % positions(5, :) = [40 0 1]; % positions(6, :) = [20 -20 0]; % positions(7, :) = [0 -20 1]; % positions(8, :) = [-20 0 0]; %randomly places target: % positions(9, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 9; % k = Nx -1; % % All on completely uneven ground. % positions(1, :) = [-20 20 10]; % positions(2, :) = [0 40 0]; % positions(3, :) = [20 40 10]; % positions(4, :) = [40 20 0]; % positions(5, :) = [40 0 10]; % positions(6, :) = [20 -20 0]; % positions(7, :) = [0 -20 10]; % positions(8, :) = [-20 0 0]; %randomly places target: % positions(9, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 9; 12



% k = Nx -1; % % % Four on surrounding rooftops % positions(1, :) = [-20 10 20]; % positions(2, :) = [10 40 25]; % positions(3, :) = [40 10 20]; % positions(4, :) = [10 -20 25]; %randomly places target: % positions(5, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 5; % k = Nx -1; % % % Seven nodes on ascending floors rotating each corner of the building. % positions(1, :) = [0 0 0]; % positions(2, :) = [20 0 3]; % positions(3, :) = [20 20 6]; % positions(4, :) = [0 20 9]; % positions(5, :) = [0 0 12]; % positions(6, :) = [20 0 15]; % positions(7, :) = [20 20 18]; %randomly places target: % positions(8, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 8; % k = Nx -1; % Corners (8 nodes at each corner of the building) % positions(1, :) = [0 0 0]; % positions(2, :) = [20 0 0]; % positions(3, :) = [20 20 0]; % positions(4, :) = [0 20 0]; % positions(5, :) = [0 0 20]; % positions(6, :) = [20 0 20]; % positions(7, :) = [20 20 20]; % positions(8, :) = [0 20 20]; %randomly places target: % positions(9, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 9; % k = Nx -1; % % % % % % % % %



Corners (8 nodes positions(1, :) positions(2, :) positions(3, :) positions(4, :) positions(5, :) positions(6, :) positions(7, :) positions(8, :)



at each corner 100m away from the building) = [-100 -100 0]; = [220 -100 0]; = [220 220 0]; = [-100 220 0]; = [-100 -100 220]; = [220 -100 220]; = [220 220 220]; = [-100 220 220]; 13



%randomly places target: % positions(9, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; % Nx = 9; % k = Nx -1; % Faces (reference nodes centered on each face of the building) positions(1, :) = [0 10 10]; positions(2, :) = [10 0 10]; positions(3, :) = [10 10 0]; positions(4, :) = [20 10 10]; positions(5, :) = [10 20 10]; positions(6, :) = [10 10 20]; %randomly places target: positions(7, :) = [rand*area_side rand*area_side rand*area_side]; Nx = 7; k = Nx -1; % Determines range distances between jth node and target node j=1; for j = 1:k ranges(j)=sqrt((positions(Nx,1) - positions(j,1))^2 + (positions(Nx,2) positions(j,2))^2 + (positions(Nx,3) - positions(j,3))^2); end % Plots all nodes. scatter3(positions(:,1),positions(:,2),positions(:,3),’filled’); axis([0 area_side 0 area_side 0 area_side]); xlabel(’X [m]’); ylabel(’Y [m]’); zlabel(’Z [m]’); box on; sigma = 6; sigma_gps = 0; for B = 1:1000 % iterates using the same target location, but different erred range measures, %and therefore solves the LSE for different solutions. % add errors to the range estimation N = size(ranges, 2); err_ranges = ranges + (sigma+sigma_gps)*randn(1,N); % err_ranges = ranges + (sigma)*randn(1,N); % define the linear algebra problem and using LSE to solve: % MATRIX A for i = 1:(k-1) A(i,1) = positions(i,1) - positions(k,1); A(i,2) = positions(i,2) - positions(k,2); A(i,3) = positions(i,3) - positions(k,3); 14



end A=-2*A; % MATRIX B b = zeros(3,1); for i = 1:(k-1) b(i) = err_ranges(i)^2 - err_ranges(k)^2 - positions(i,1)^2 + positions(k,1)^2 positions(i,2)^2 + positions(k,2)^2 - positions(i,3)^2 + positions(k,3)^2; end % solve the problem PosNx = A\b; % compute the error ErrNx(B) = sqrt((PosNx(1) - positions(Nx,1))^2 + (PosNx(2) positions(Nx,2))^2 + (PosNx(3) - positions(Nx,3))^2); % ErrNx = sqrt((PosNx(1) - positions(Nx,1))^2 + (PosNx(2) %positions(Nx,2))^2 + (PosNx(3) - positions(Nx,3))^2); % graphical output scatter3(positions(:,1),positions(:,2),positions(:,3)); xlabel(’X [m]’); ylabel(’Y [m]’); zlabel(’Z [m]’); box on; hold on; scatter3(PosNx(1), PosNx(2), PosNx(3), 200, ’filled’, ’k’, ’.’); scatter3(positions(Nx,1), positions(Nx,2), positions(Nx,3), 200,’filled’,’^’); end % ends the loop and below calculateds the average error over 1000 trials. onaverage = mean(ErrNx) hold off;
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